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Flora New





We made a romantic touch to the 

girls' rooms, we designed a series 

that you can use in a classic or 

modern style as you wish. With its 

design, ergonomic structure and 

functional use, Flora New Series will 

decorate both the rooms and dreams 

of girls.

Decorate 
her dreams.
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Introduce style 
to her room.
Meet the rich accessory options of our Flora New 

Series and start decorating your daughter's room. 

Choose a style and bring the style to her room you 

want with accessories that fit that style.



Colorful 
dreams.
We were inspired by flowers and handcrafted 

floral motifs on Flora New Bedstead. We

wanted flowers to add color to your child's 

room as well as it colors the nature. Even to

her dreams…
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She will enjoy 
studying. 
Imagine a workspace where you can store many tools 

and equipment. With its drawer, covered section and 

shelves, Flora New Study Desk prevents your child

from getting distracted while studying. It even

maintains silence with its doors and drawers equipped 

with self-braking hinges.
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Make room 
for her stuf f.
It is both a cot and a large storage area where you can 

store your belongings. Flora New Base Bedstead was 

designed to solve to the space problem in your room. 

Perhaps you have now found the bed frame you have 

been looking for, with its handle made of beech wood

and its mechanism that opens and closes safely.
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Try dif ferent 
combinations.
Our Flora New Series has rich color and accessory 

options so that you can try different combinations 

in your daughter's room. You dream it, and let

options of Flora New accompany your imagination.
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So
Friendly.
Flora New Bedstead is as welcoming as it is elegant.

You can easily host your child's friends with the Flora 

New Bottom Bedstead that you can add under it.

Maybe you want to make a change too and sleep next

to your daughter that night.



Share
the grace.
Sometimes sisters may need to share the same 

room. No problem at all with the Flora New 

Wide Bunk Bed. With a big bed solution for the 

elder sibling and a small bed solution for the 

younger sibling, this bunk bed provides you with 

the solution you are looking for immediately.
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Fascinating 
inner beauty.
The floral motifs and porcelain 

handles used on the Flora New 

3-Door Wardrobe complete its

elegance. It also proves how

efficient it can be in terms of

storage, thanks to its many

shelves in addition to its wide

and narrow hangers.
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She should enjoy 
her privacy.
If you are one of those who says “she should have a place to

store her personal belongings and clothes”, then it's time to 

meet Flora New Dresser. Top drawer with 8 compartments 

stores small items. The bottom drawers are also designed as 

compartments and offer you convenience in storage.
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Enlarge 
the room.
If your room is small but you need more space

to store your belongings, the Flora New High

Dresser is for you. With its narrow-long

structure and elegant design, this dresser will

offer the solution your room needs with all its

generosity.



Lighting
Options

01  › Rainbow Led Table Lamp
 15x31x15 cm | Code:21.10.6373.00

01 

04  › Energy Ceiling Lamp
 36x100x36 cm | Code:21.10.6364.00
05  › Energy Lampshade
 23x45x23 cm | Code:21.10.6363.00

02  › Arya Ceiling Lamp
 33x105x33 cm | Code:21.10.6376.00
03  › Arya Lampshade
 24x49x24 cm | Code:21.10.6375.00

02 04 

03 05
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08  ›  Dream Ceiling Lamp
 47x64x42 cm | Code:21.10.6336.00
09  › Dream Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6335.00

10  › Dotty Ceiling Lamp
 47x79x42 cm | Code:21.10.6300.00
11   › Dotty Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6303.00

06 08 10

09 

06  ›  Paradise Ceiling Lamp
 47x64x42 cm | Code:21.10.6334.00
07  ›  Paradise Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6333.00

07 11 



Chair
Options

04  ›  Summer Chair Pink
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8491.00
05  ›  Soft Chair Pink
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8490.00

02  ›  Summer Chair Blue
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8486.00
03  ›  Soft Chair Blue
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8485.00

01  › Modern Chair Turquoise
 66x95x66 cm | Code:21.08.8496.00

02 04 

03 01 05 
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06  ›  Summer Chair With Flower
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8449.00
07  ›  Soft Chair With Flower
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8447.00

08  ›  Dream Chair Salmon
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8466.00
09  › Dual Chair Pink
 59x95x56 cm | Code:21.08.8502.00

10  › Dream Chair Pink
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8487.00
11   › Relax Chair Rose
 61x85x54 cm | Code:21.08.8497.00

06 08 10

07 09 11 



Puf f
Options

01  ›  Dream Ottoman Salmon
 92x45x43 cm | Code:21.09.3441.00
02  ›  Dream Ottoman Pink
 92x45x43 cm | Code:21.09.3460.00

03 ›  With Flower Ottoman
 42x45x42 cm | Code:21.09.3404.00
04 › Rose Ottoman
 50x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3448.00

05  ›  Storage Ottoman Flower
 100x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3311.00
06  ›  Storage Ottoman Blue
 100x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3313.00

03 04

01 05

02 06



Carpet
Options

03  › Match Carpet Pink (120x180)
 120x180 cm | Code:21.07.7703.00
04  ›  Pop Carpet (133x190)
 133x190 cm | Code:21.07.7689.00

05  › Pixel Carpet (130x190)
 130x190 cm | Code:21.07.7705.00

01  ›  Point Carpet Turquoise (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7698.00
02  ›  Pasific Carpet (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7690.00

0301 

0402 05



Curtain
Options

03  › Dressy Background Curtain Beige (100x260)
  100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5304.00
 › Dressy Tulle Powder (210x260)
  210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5311.00

01

02

03

01 ›  Dressy Background Curtain Mint  (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5306.00
      ›  Dressy Tulle Mint (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5307.00

02 › Paradise Sheers (150x260)
 150x260 cm | Code: 21.05.5184.00
      › Dream Curtain (140x260)
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5297.00
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Canopy
Options

01 

02 03 

01 ›  Dream Canopy  
 60x60x300 cm | Code:21.06.4909.00

03 ›  Rosa Canopy  
 60x60x300 cm | Code:21.06.4912.00

02 ›  Paradise Canopy  
 60x60x300 cm | Code:21.06.4908.00



Bed Cover 
Options

01  › Dream Bed Cover
  180x230 cm | Code:21.04.4482.00
  › Dream Bed Cover
  220x230 cm | Code:21.04.4403.00

02  ›  Paradise Bed Cover
  170x230 cm | Code:21.04.4481.00
 ›  Paradise Bed Cover
  220x210 cm | Code:21.04.4404.00

03  ›  Rosa Bed Cover
  135x230 cm | Code:21.04.4483.00
 ›  Rosa Bed Cover
  170x230 cm | Code:21.04.4499.00

02

0301 
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04  ›  Ducky Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code:21.04.4417.00

05  ›  Calm Bed Cover
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4255.00

06  ›  Vernal Bed Cover
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4256.00

04 

05 06



MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. It is produced from melamine-coated particle board in 25mm, 16mm and 8mm
 thicknesses with E1 standards.
2. The straight and curved edges of the board are covered with 0.40 and 2mm thick PVC  
 foil, which is glued with polyurethane-based glue.
3. 2mm rounded edge band is used in the areas where the user will come into contact  
 with the product in order not to be harmed.
4. Titus brand self-integrating track hinges with brake are used on the doors.
5. Blum brand tandem rails with a carrying capacity of 15 kg are used in the drawers.
6. The surface of the metals is coated with electrostatic paint and the metals are guaran 
 teed against corrosion for 5 years.
7. The plastic parts used in the series are made of injected ABS raw material and do not  
 pose a threat to human health.
8. Hand-painted flower accessories and porcelain handles that complement the elegant  
 style are used in the series.
9. Hangers are produced from anodized coated extruded aluminum profiles. 

SAFETY AND CERTIFICATE

1. It is technically designed in accordance with TÜV GS (Europe) standards regarding  
 safety, health and ergonomic conditions.
2. Wall mounting devices are used in the products to prevent modules such as cabinets,  
 bookshelves and dressers from falling.



FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

1. There is a ventilation capsule in the cabinet. There are also 2 separate hanging areas,  
 wide and narrow.
2. Visual enrichment was applied by performing MFD thickening in the 3-Door wardrobe  
 and other modules.
3. In addition to providing storage areas on the work desk thanks to its drawer and lidded  
 compartment, it also provides an efficient working area with its ergonomic
 dimensions.
4. There are 3 rows of holes in the block with the work table cover to allow adjusting the  
 height of the shelf.
5. Height and width of the work unit have been designed with the consideration of the  
 computer positioning at the top side of the table.
6. The bookshelf has been designed with wide and differently partitioned shelves in or 
 der to allow storing of books and various accessories.
7. The top drawer of the four-drawer dresser is designed to have 8 compartments for  
 small items. In addition, the elegance of design is completed with the floral patterned  
 porcelain handles.
8. The series has a wide selection of bunk beds for both children and teenagers. The  
 upper part is sized as 120x200 cm and the lower part is sized as 90x200 cm.
9. Metal profiles are used on the foot and head ends of the bedstead. On the upper  
 parts of these profiles, there are wooden knobs that complement the elegance.
10. The volume of the bed base of 100 is 475 liters, the volume of the bed base of 120
 is 570 liters.
11. Thanks to the easily attachable and detachable guardrail, the risk of falls and injuries
 is minimized.
12. The dresser mirror is enriched with its floral ornaments and a mirror made of
 impact-resistant materials.
13. The carrying capacity of the bed, base, bottom bed and bunk beds is 130 kg.
14. Thanks to the wheels at the bottom and the curved space at the front, the lower
 bedstead can be easily pushed and pulled under the mattress.
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› Bed (120x200)
 206x133x116 cm | Code:20.80.1302.00

› Bed Base (120x200)
 209x133x116 cm | Code:20.80.1706.00

› Bed (100x200)
 206x113x116 cm | Code:20.80.1301.00

›  Bed Base (100x200)
 209x113x116 cm | Code:20.80.1705.00

›  Pull-Out Bed (90x190)
 93x196x24 cm | Code:20.80.1303.00

›  Large Bunk Bed (90x200 - 120x200)
 138x212x171 cm | Code:20.80.1401.00



›  3 Doors Wardrobe
 60x137x212 cm | Code:20.80.1002.00

›  Tall Dresser
 48x60x110 cm | Code:20.80.1202.00

›  Dresser
 48x80x84 cm | Code:20.80.1201.00
›  Dresser Mirror
 26x76x78 cm | Code:20.80.1800.00

›  Nightstand
 38x50x52 cm | Code:20.80.1601.00

›  Safety Bar
 2x84x32 cm | Code:20.80.1702.00

›  Bookcase
 38x50x180 cm | Code:20.80.1501.00

›  Study Desk
 57x120x75 cm | Code:20.80.1101.00
›  Study Unit
 31x117x75 cm | Code:20.80.1102.00



To get to know the 
Çilek world closer,
all you have to do is 
scan the QR code.

cilek.com
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